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          15th December, 2018 

 
Government’s claims not supported by data 
The rise in current expenditure and a decline in revenue collections as a consequence of political 
compulsions should be a source of serious concern to the PTI-led government but, disturbingly, the finance 
ministry is using flawed measures as a yardstick to reassure the Prime Minister that his government is 
embarked on meeting his party's pro-poor manifesto promises. This was revealed by the government 
controlled news agency claiming that ministry's briefing to the Prime Minister focused on pro- poor policies 
including: (i) sehat ka insaaf card programme for Islamabad valued at 1.5 billion rupees; (ii) completion of 
low-cost housing allocated 4.5 billion rupees; (iii) raising minimum pension rate of EOBI pensioners by 10 
percent; (iv) reducing gas price for tandoors and low gas consumers exempted from gas price rise; and (v) 
reducing GST on petrol from 15 percent in May to 8 percent in December, on diesel from 27.5 percent in 
May to 13 percent in December, and on LPG from 17 to 10 percent and abolishment of a regulatory duty on 
LPG of 4669 rupees per tonne. Not mentioned was a raise in allocation for defense by 20 percent from what 
was budgeted. 
 
The ministry also claimed that to increase exports a support package for targeted export industries was 
introduced, a package that pre-dated this government, under which gas price was reduced for 5 zero-rated 
export sectors (textiles, jute, leather goods, sports, and surgical goods), customs duty reduced on import of 
raw materials for value-added export sector and to revive industry electricity price was reduced by 3 rupees 
per unit, besides fixing electricity rate for export sector at 7.5 cents per unit. Disturbingly, the most recent 
figures released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) show that exports declined by 6.5 percent in 
November and though imports declined as well reducing the trade deficit by 0.3 percent yet with investment 
under the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) slowing down it is a foregone conclusion that total 
investment declined and with it the country's projected growth rate with an obvious negative impact on 
employment opportunities. 
 
Finally, the claim that to broaden the tax base FBR has taken several initiatives such as sending over 3000 
notices to high net worth non-filers while 20,000 notices are in the pipeline. More notices have been issued 
to filers however and it is one of the main reasons why non-filers are not tempted to become filers: the 
penchant of all administrations, including the incumbent, to tax the already taxed. There has been no 
progress in the 3000 notices issued to high net worth non-filers, according to FBR officials. 
 
The incumbent government's macro-economic policies are unfortunately no different from the past with the 
possible exception of some pro-poor measures which imply higher subsidies and therefore a higher budget 
deficit with obvious implications on the disposable income of the poor. If the government reckons that by 
targeted subsidies, including cheap gas and a subsidy on gas to tandoors, will raise the disposable income of 
the poor then it must weigh that against the rise in the general price level due to a rise in the budget deficit. 
 
To conclude, the outcome of the incumbent government's economic policies have so far eroded disposable 
income of the poor and the vulnerable and the large number of the lower middle to middle income earners 
who are the major support base of the PTI government. One would urge the government to revisit supposed 
achievements and take appropriate measures immediately for each day that passes the economic situation is 
becoming even more dire. 
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